
With Canoe, we now have one centralized point of
access for our documents and data. 

 
We’ve dramatically streamlined our efforts,

eliminated redundancies in collecting documents
and data, and are able to execute on a number of

data-intensive projects with much more speed and
continued accuracy.

 
- Kristen Kelly

Head of Client Account Services

EXPEDITED DATA COLLECTION 
Streamlined the ability to collect data across all
clients in real-time, with more speed and precision 

UNCOVERED DEEPER DATASETS
Leveraging Canoe’s shared intelligence, Hamilton
Lane was able to access deeper datasets, resulting
in additional use-cases and involvement from client
service and front office teams not included in the
initial scope of the engagement

STREAMLINED OPERATIONAL
PRACTICES
Almost 20x increase in number of funds
processed by each full-time employee, with
additional efficiencies expected in the future

Saved multiple days of work every quarter and
enabled more prompt reporting to clients by
transforming labor-intensive periodic document
collection and data extraction exercises into real-
time, automated processes

AUTOMATED TRADITIONALLY
MANUAL PROCESSES

RESULTS

ABOUT HAMILTON LANE
Hamilton Lane is an alternative investment management firm providing innovative private markets services to more than 600
sophisticated investors globally. With $474B+ advisory AUA and $73B in discretionary AUM*, the firm has been dedicated to
private markets investing for 29 years and currently has more than 420 employees operating in 17 offices around the world. 

Hamilton Lane's technology stack includes Canoe Intelligence, Cobalt LP, and iLEVEL. 

HAMILTON LANE STREAMLINES AND REIMAGINES ITS
DATA WORKFLOWS WITH CANOE

CHALLENGE
Hamilton Lane was faced with largely manual workflows
around aggregating management fees across its growing
client base and portfolio of alternative investments. The
firm desired a technology solution to automate and
streamline its alternative investment data infrastructure. 

SOLUTION
The implementation of Canoe Intelligence enhanced
Hamilton Lane’s ability to scale its operational processes,
access deeper datasets and engage in complex data
projects with continued confidence and greater speed.

canoeintelligence.com | sales@canoeintelligence.com | +1.646.992.4378  
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* As of September 30, 2020

Hamilton Lane participated in Canoe Intelligence's 
series A round of financing in February 2020.


